TO HEAL A BROKEN WORLD

HEALING SOUL

THU, OCT 8 - MON, OCT 12
THANK YOU DONORS

Vision Angels $5,000+
Fred Allen • Tom Carhart • Whit Dickey

Vision Improvisors $1,000 to $4,999
Maria Arias • Closey Giffen • Dennis Girard • Susan Nicholson • Anthony Radice • Frank Sakalinis
Peter Shwartz

Vision Supporters
Ronen Amit • Tom Buckner • Mark Dresser • Lois Eby • Jeffrey Evans • Alan Feller • Kathy Hendrickson
Ira Kaplan • Julie Nicholson • Bruce Raynor • Jane Smith • Emery Snyder • Marion Wyatt

Vision Friends <$500
Timothy Abbott • Joshua Abrams • Lewis Achenbach • Stephen Adams • Clifford Allen • Gordon Allen • Toni Altenstrasser • Richard Anderson • Marc Andren • Guglielmo Arno • Terri Ashton
Monique Avakian • Nathaniel Baldwin • David Ballinger • Kaitlyn Barnes • Lewis Flip Barnes • Jacqueline Barnett • David Barrett • Richard Bates • Amy Bauer • Jill Becker • Noah Becker • Gordon Beeferman • Armando Bellmas • David Belmont • Louie Belogenis • Gordon Benett • Richard Berger • Harry Bernstein • Christopher Besinger • Hans Young Binter • Rachel Young Binter • Michael Bisio • Lars Bjorn • Mark Blacher • Larry Blood • Wayne Bognar • Michael Boone • Patrick Booth • Karen Borca • Stuart Braman • Myrna Brandwein • Robert Brenner • Grace Brett • Tony Brewer • Ray Brock • Drew Bronson • Nicole Brooks • Keith Brooks • Rob Brown • Donald Brown • Carol Brown • John Brown • Lauren Brownstone • Franklin Bruno • Jochen Buck • Juan Bueno • Mike Bullock • Barbara Burch • Peter Burk • Gregory Burk • Michael Burke • Jeff Caltabiano • Duane Capizzi • Juan Pablo Carletti • Brendan Carniaux • Martin Carrizo • Vienna Carroll • Eric Casey • Joe Chambers • Barrie Chercover • Richard Chin • John Chiurazzi • Joel Chriss • Ellen Christi • Jordan Clifford • Jim Clouse • Jeff Coffin • Greg Cohen • Sylvie Cohen • Harold Connolly • Jean Cook • James Cook • Linda Cooper • John Corbett • David Cox • Katherine Croft • Jill Crother • Owen Cruise • Ai Csuka • Scott Currie • Ivy Dane • Darryl Dardenne • William Darkes • Jasmin Davis Shearer • Claire de Brunner • Anabelinda

AFA Staff
Patricia Nicholson Parker, Artistic Director • Todd Nicholson, Executive Director
Sean Madigan, Communications Manager • Bill Mazza, Branding and Graphic Design
Melanie Dyer, Education Coordinator

AFA Board of Directors
David Kreuter, chair • Jo Wood Brown, secretary • Patricia Ali, treasurer • Tom Carhart
Whit Dickey • William Parker

Healing Soul Technical Staff
Sound and Lighting by InConcert Productions • Live streaming by Tony Nikolov of Media-Fusion-Reactor LLC with assistance by Zak Sherzad
Stage management by Eriq Robinson


Black cover photos: Dave Kaufman, Eva Kapanadze, Patricia Nicholson
IT MAY SEEM CRAZY to think that we can Heal this broken world. Who are we to do this? But to accept this dark time as normal, to not try to heal this world, what darkness will we then find ourselves in? How long can we whistle a happy tune and think that it has gone. To depend only on the literal, getting out the votes, getting in a better politician — YES YES we must do this, but don’t we really need more? Don’t we need to Heal our Souls? To make our world better, by believing in the value of uniqueness and diversity? Let us engage in the power of intentional art and acts of compassion, truth telling and fearless forgiving acts of love.

We offer you this moment, to gather, to listen, to watch, to participate with your heart and soul to the most beautiful music and words that we can bring to you, so that you can be lifted up, so that you will be able to help lift up others.

— Patricia Nicholson Parker

**VOTE FOR OUR COLLECTIVE HUMANITY**

**ABOUT ARTS FOR ART**

**Founded in 1996,** Arts For Art (AFA) is a New York City tax exempt organization. It is part of the great tradition of aesthetic and social liberation that constitutes black social life. Emerging from the FreeJazz movement of the 1960s and ‘70s, AFA is committed to socially conscious, innovative creativity and to the diversity of its leadership, membership and audiences.
THURSDAY OCT 8

STREAMING FROM FIREHOUSE 12

7:00

trumpet and piano - Wadada Leo Smith

8:00

Panel | Jazz Response to Humanity in Crisis

JD Allen, Gerald Cleaver, Amirtha Kidambi, Arturo O’Farrill, William Parker, Fay Victor. Moderated by Patricia Nicholson

STREAMING FROM FIREHOUSE 12

Tr Be side

JOIN THE FAMILY! Membership keeps you connected to all of AFA’s boundless, creative activity on and off stage, and helps sustain AFA year round.

IN ORDER TO SURVIVE
$15 monthly
+ Newsletter of AFA Events
+ 10% Discount on Event Tickets & Merch
+ A Thank-you Letter from AFA
+ Your Photo on the Wall of Heroes

ASCENSION
$30 monthly
+ In Order to Survive Benefits
+ 50% Discount on Event Tickets
+ An AFA T-Shirt & Vision Tote Bag

DUO ASCENSION
$50 monthly
+ Ascension Benefits
+ 2 Vision Festival Passes

artsforart.org/membership
FRIDAY OCT 9

LIVE OUTDOORS IN LA PLAZA AT THE CLEMENTE

The Healing Force
5:00
Patricia Nicholson – text, movement, voice
Voices: Ellen Christi, Jean Carla Rodea, Amirtha Kidambi, Andrea Wolper
Ava Mendoza - guitar
Val Jeanty - electronics, percussion

Afro-Algonquin Trio
6:00
Lee Mixashawn Rozie – saxophones, voice, mandolin
Rick Rozie – bass
Royal Hartigan – drums

Oliver Lake Organ Quartet
7:00
Oliver Lake - alto sax
Jared Gold - organ
Freddie Hendrix – trumpet
Chris Beck- drums

OPEN SPACE

SATURDAY OCT 10

OPEN SPACE
4:00
Hamid Drake – drums
Brandon Lopez – bass
James Brandon Lewis – tenor sax
Alexis Marcelo – keyboards

Fay Victor Mutations for Justice
5:00
Fay Victor - voice, composition
Mazz Swift – violin / Chris Williams - trumpet
Luke Stewart – bass / Jason Nazary - drums

Amina Claudine Myers Trio
6:00
Amina Claudine Myers – keyboards
Jerome Harris – bass, voice
Reggie Nicholson - drums

SUNDAY OCT 11

Andrew Cyrille Quartet
Bill Frisell - guitar
David Virelles – piano
Ben Street – bass
Andrew Cyrille - drums

poetry - Tyehimba Jess

Gerald Cleaver’s Black Host
Gerald Cleaver - drums
Darius Jones - alto saxophone
Brandon Seabrook - guitar
Cooper-Moore – keyboards
Brandon Lopez - bass

MONDAY OCT 12

David Murray Trio
David Murray - tenor saxophone, bass clarinet
Luke Stewart – bass
Ronnie Burrage – drums

poetry - LaTasha N. Nevada Diggs

William Parker’s In Order to Survive Quintet
William Parker - bass
Rob Brown – alto sax
James Brandon Lewis – tenor sax
Cooper-Moore – keyboards
Hamid Drake - drums

What your support makes possible

- Artists for a Free World (AFFW)
- Artists for a Free World Protest Concerts
- SPECIAL EDITION VISION : HEALING SOUL
- Screening Vision
- On-Line Salon / Justice is Compassion
- Online Music Education Program
- Artist Diaries
- Artist Meetings

PLEASE DONATE

artsforart.org/support